ITMA 2015
CAPSULE COLLECTION
STOLL
As the leading creative showcase in its field, ITMA is to the knitting industry what Salone del Mobile is to interior enthusiasts.

As well as hosting ITMA 2015, the City of Milan has long played an integral role in the evolution of Europe’s contemporary design history. During the 1980s, it was the birthplace of the MEMPHIS movement, the inspiration behind the STOLL Capsule Collection ITMA 2015.

The key players of MEMPHIS challenged the established aesthetics of their time with humorous and unconventional concepts. Their ideas and products heralded a new decade of excess and clashed with the predominant academic thinking of preceding decades like ‘Form follows Function’ and ‘Less is More’.

The iconic ‘Carlton’ room divider designed by Ettore Sottsass uniquely reflects the MEMPHIS spirit and thus became the driving force for the creation of our ITMA samples.

Especially the STOLL CMS ADF machine technique questions the status quo in knitting production today, providing outstanding tools with the potential to push the boundaries in both fashion and interior design. These new aesthetics will inform all kinds of knitted objects, even in our daily life. And, by channeling the spirit of MEMPHIS in our products, we aim to put a smile on people’s faces.

Jörg Hartmann
Head of STOLL Fashion & Technology
Carlton pullover / Length: 72 cm

1510071 / CMS ADF 16 MULTI GAUGE / E 3,5.2

- Pullover with saddle shoulder
- Inverse and selective plated jersey, knitted in 1x1 technique with aran and wave structure
- Sleeve is ready-made across the knitting direction and shaped by gore technique
Pizza rug / Ø 160 cm
1510090 / CMS 520 C+ MULTI GAUGE / E 1,5,2

STOLL-APPLICATIONS®

- Pizza rug in cross-tubular structure in 1x2 needle set-up with 3-layer edging
- Shaping by gore technique
Carlton dress / Length: 155 cm

1510077 / CMS 822 HP / E 18

• Full-length, striped strap-dress with fully fashioned V-neck
• A-line shaping by gore technique
• 4-system knitted 4-colour jacquard with twill back and structure change
• Ready-made across the knitting direction
• Finishing on straps, neckline and centre back by NTT
Wheel hassock / Ø 80 cm

1510110 / CMS ADF 32 BW MULTI GAUGE / E 7.2

STOLL-IKAT PLATING®
STOLL-WEAVE-IN®

- Wheel hassock in 3D gore technique
- Ikat and inverse plated three-dimensional knitted fabric with weft insert
- Finishing and cushioning by Felicerossi
Striped pullover / Length: 64 cm
1510091 / CMS ADF-3 MULTI GAUGE / E 7.2
Showcased in FT area and GKS presentation
• Plated Fully Fashion jersey pullover with saddle shoulder and V-neck
• Stripes created with Selective Plating
• Graded, intarsia plated 1x1 start
Melon handbag / 55 cm wide x 20 cm high x 16 cm deep

1510102 / CMS ADF 32 BW MULTI GAUGE / E 7.2

STOLL-KAT PLATING®
STOLL-WEAVE-IN®

- Melon handbag in 3D gore technique
- Ikat and inverse plated three-dimensional knitted fabric with wëft insert
Fruit rug / Ø 150 cm

1510104 / CMS 520 C+ MULTI GAUGE / E 1,5.2

Variation in FT Deco: fruit rug
- Fruit rug in cross-tubular structure in 1x2 needle set-up with 3-layer edging
- Shaping by gore technique
Pullover / Length: 58 cm

1510075 / CMS 502 HP+ MULTI GAUGE / E 3,5.2

• Fully Fashion jersey pullover with set-in sleeves and pointelle diamond motif
• Knitted without empty rows
• 2 yarn feeders in 1 knitting system
Cardigan / Length: 58 cm

1510076 / CMS 502 HP+ MULTI GAUGE / E 3.5.2

• Fully Fashion cardigan in 1x1 pointelle structure
• Knitted with 2 yarn feeders in 1 knitting system
• Integral all needle tubular facing with concealed buttonholes
• Neckline shape created by pointelle stitch group narrow wrap

Pullover / Length: 56 cm

1510074 / CMS 502 HP+ MULTI GAUGE / E 3.5.2

• Fully Fashion pullover with french shoulder in 1x1 pointelle mesh structure
• Knitted without empty rows
• 2 yarn feeders in 1 knitting system
Baby pants / Length: 30 cm

STOLL® KNIT AND WEAR® with stamp out

• Purl knitted baby pants
• Linked-off 1x1 waistband, plated with elastic yarn
• Back pockets and knees in 1x1 alternate jersey structure

Baby dungarees / Length: 48 cm

STOLL® KNIT AND WEAR® with stamp out

• Purl knitted baby dungarees
• Back pockets and knees in 1x1 alternate jersey structure
Baby romper suit / Length: 45 cm

1510078 / CMS 530 HP KNIT&WEAR / E 7.2

STOLL-KNIT AND WEAR® with stamp out

- Jersey romper suit with hood
- Back pockets and knees in rice grain structure
Top / Length: 50 cm

1510063 / CMS 520 C+ MULTI GAUGE / E 1,5.2

STOLL-FLEXIBLE GAUGE®
- Top in macramé look
- Ready-made across the knitting direction
- Jersey with stitch cast-off, pointelle structure, intarsia wave patterning and gore technique
Foulard / Size: 75 x 75 cm
1510106 / CMS ADF 16 / E 18M.16

STOLL-IKAT PLATING®
• Foulard in ikat plated 2-system striped jersey
• Borders in half Milano
For ITMA 2015 we turn a new page in the CMS ADF-Group book with CMS ADF 16 multi gauge in E 3,5.2. The colourful graphic pattern which is created with Inverse and Selective Plating and outlined with waves and aran reminds of Ettore Sottsass' room divider “Carlton”. A modern geometric interpretation of a classic aran menswear pullover with gored sleeves and saddle shoulder.

- Pullover with saddle shoulder
- Inverse and selective plated jersey, knitted in 1x1 technique with aran and wave structure
- Sleeve is ready-made across the knitting direction and shaped by gore technique

**YARN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yarn Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinori Filati: NEMO, Nm 3,7 (50% WV, 40% PC, 10% WP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zegna Baruffa: CASHWOOL, Nm 30/2 (100% WV)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KNITTING TIME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>20 min 46 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>18 min 58 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left sleeve</td>
<td>15 min 6 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right sleeve</td>
<td>14 min 54 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 69 min 44 sec

**SPEED**

1,0 m/sec

**LENGTH**

72 cm

---

Neither hot nor oily: three-dimensional knitted olives and mozzarella-like yarn on a tomato-coloured base form a delicious piece of modern interior design created on our CMS 520 C+ multi gauge in extra-coarse E 1,5.2. Consisting of 7x1 pieces, designed with love and knitted in gore technique we celebrate ITMA 2015 in the home country of Memphis design with our pizza rug!

**STOLL-APPLICATIONS®**

- Pizza rug in cross-tubular structure in 1x2 needle set-up with 3-layer edging
- Shaping by gore technique

**YARN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yarn Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinori Filati: NEMO, Nm 0,7 (50% WV, 40% PC, 10% WP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zegna Baruffa/Chiavazza: MAXI MUST, Nm 4/1 (100% WV)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cofil: FIAMMA, Nm 1,8 (70% PC, 30% WV)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KNITTING TIME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 slice</td>
<td>14 min 35 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 90 min 35 sec

**SPEED**

1,0 m/sec

**SIZE**

Ø 160 cm

---

In remembrance of Memphis we play with transparent monofil double-jersey and solid 4-colour jacquards to build an airy construction just like the iconic Carlton room divider. Combining see-through sectors with stable colour block, striped graphics. This full-length dress is shaped by gore technique, ready-made across the knitting direction and finished with silicone coating by NTT on to a fully-fashioned neckline and straps.

- Full-length, striped strap-dress with fully fashioned V-neck
- A-line shaping by gore technique
- 4-system knitted 4-colour jacquard with twill back and structure change
- Ready-made across the knitting direction
- Finishing on straps, neckline and centre back by NTT

**YARN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yarn Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filpucci: VISCREPE, Nm 30 (100% VI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be.Mi.Va.: LILY, Nm 80 (100% PES)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilcottoni: SUVIN HT Nm 90/3 (100% CO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be.Mi.Va.: CELLOPHANE, Nm 150/1 (100% PA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KNITTING TIME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>61 min 53 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPEED**

1,0 m/sec

**LENGTH**

155 cm
WHEEL HASSOCK

1510110 / CMS ADF 32 BW MULTI GAUGE / E 7.2

Cruising out of our latest CMS ADF 32 BW multi gauge technology with belt take-down and racing speed is our wheel hassock in E 7.2. Designed from geometric vintage tyre pattern, in inverse and ikat plated tuck structure, this interior lifestyle product is realized with gore technique and pumped up using Stoll-weave-in® in a padded tubular construction. Finishing and cushioning is realized by Felicerossi.

STOLL-IKAT PLATING®
STOLL-WEAVE-IN®
• Wheel hassock in 3D gore technique
• Ikat and inverse plated three-dimensional knitted fabric with welt insert

YARN
Sesia: JUMP, Nm 25 (68% VI, 32% PBT)
Sesia: DAYTONA, Nm 30 (100% PP)
EMS-Griltech: GRILON KE-60, dtex 220 f 44 (PES)
TWD Fibres: PES HE VW, dtex 334 f 72 x4 (100% PES)

KNITTING TIME
Total: 63 min 12 sec
SPEED
1,0 m/sec
SIZE
Ø 80 cm
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STRIPED PULLOVER

1510091 / CMS ADF-3 MULTI GAUGE / E 7.2 SHOWCASED IN FT AREA AND GKS PRESENTATION

Piling stripes like toy blocks: with the help of Selective Plating on CMS ADF-3 multi gauge we play with classic stripes and proportion in GKS to create a playful modern alternative to the traditional striped V-neck Fully Fashion pullover. Stripes match on seams while the plated saddle shoulder pullover features intarsia plated detailing on rib starts and a gored trim with role edge.

• Plated Fully Fashion jersey pullover with saddle shoulder and V-neck
• Stripes created with Selective Plating
• Graded, intarsia plated 1x1 start

YARN
Botto Poala: MILLENNIUM, Nm 60/2 (100% WV)

KNITTING TIME
Front: 18 min 24 sec
Back: 16 min 18 sec
Left sleeve: 12 min 11 sec
Right sleeve: 12 min 12 sec
Total: 59 min 5 sec
SPEED
0,8 m/sec
LENGTH
64 cm
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MELON HANDBAG

1510102 / CMS ADF 32 BW MULTI GAUGE / E 7.2

Cut into an isosceles high-tech accessory: our melon handbag is knitted in one complete piece using gore technique and Stoll-weave-in® in a padded tubular construction. The decorative pips are created with Inverse Plating and Stoll-ikat plating®. It features an inlaid magnetic clasp and a small exterior pocket highlighted with a fresh neon-coloured detail.

STOLL-IKAT PLATING®
STOLL-WEAVE-IN®
• Melon handbag in 3D gore technique
• Ikat and inverse plated three-dimensional knitted fabric with welt insert

YARN
Sesia: JUMP, Nm 25 (68% VI, 32% PBT)
Sesia: DAYTONA, Nm 30 (100% PP)
EMS-Griltech: GRILON KE-60, dtex 220 f 44 (PES)
TWD Fibres: PES HE VW, dtex 334 f 72 x4 (100% PES)

KNITTING TIME
Total: 36 min 14 sec
SPEED
1,0 m/sec
SIZE
55 cm W
20 cm H
16 cm D
18 cm handle drop
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FRUIT RUG

Variation in FT Deco: fruit rug

- Fruit rug in cross-tubular structure in 1x2 needle set-up with 3-layer edging
- Shaping by gore technique

YARN
Pinori Filati: NEMO, Nm 0,7 (50% WV, 40% PC, 10% WP)
Zegna Baruffa/Chiavazza: MAXI MUST, Nm 4/1 (100% WV)
Cofil: FIAMMA, Nm 1,8 (70% PC, 30% WV)

KNITTING TIME
Total: 88 min 37 sec

SPEED
1,0 m/sec

SIZE
Ø 150 cm
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PULLOVER

1510075 / CMS 502 HP+ MULTI GAUGE / E 3,5.2

- Fully Fashion jersey pullover with set-in sleeves and pointelle diamond motif
- Knitted without empty rows
- 2 yarn feeders in 1 knitting system

YARN
Zegna Baruffa: CASHWOOL, Nm 30/2 (100% WV)

KNITTING TIME
Front: 5 min 18 sec
Back: 4 min 39 sec
Left sleeve: 4 min 54 sec
Right sleeve: 4 min 54 sec
Total: 20 min 5 sec

SPEED
1,0 m/sec

LENGTH
58 cm
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PULLOVER

1510074 / CMS 502 HP+ MULTI GAUGE / E 3,5.2

- Fully Fashion pullover with french shoulder in 1x1 pointelle mesh structure
- Knitted without empty rows
- 2 yarn feeders in 1 knitting system

YARN
Zegna Baruffa: CASHWOOL, Nm 30/2 (100% WV)

KNITTING TIME
Front: 5 min 36 sec
Back: 5 min 45 sec
Left sleeve: 5 min 11 sec
Right sleeve: 5 min 11 sec
Total: 21 min 43 sec

SPEED
1,0 m/sec

LENGTH
56 cm
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CARDIGAN

1510076 / CMS 502 HP+ MULTI GAUGE / E 3.5.2

STOLL-MULTI GAUGES®
STOLL-FLEXIBLE GAUGE®
- Fully Fashion cardigan in 1x1 pointelle structure
- Knitted with 2 yarn feeders in 1 knitting system
- Integral all needle tubular facing with concealed buttonholes
- Neckline shape created by pointelle stitch group narrowing

YARN
Zegna Baruffa: CASHWOOL, Nm 30/2 (100% WV)

KNITTING TIME
Left front: 9 min 19 sec
Right front: 9 min 33 sec
Back: 5 min 20 sec
Left sleeve: 3 min 53 sec
Right sleeve: 3 min 53 sec
Total: 31 min 58 sec

SPEED
1,0 m/sec

LENGTH
58 cm
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BABY PANTS

1510089 / CMS 530 HP KNIT&WEAR / E 7.2

STOLL-KNIT AND WEAR® with stamp out
- Purl knitted baby pants
- Linked-off 1x1 waistband, plated with elastic yarn
- Back pockets and knees in 1x1 alternate jersey structure

YARN
Sesia: JEANS, Nm 50/3 (100% CO)
Zimmermann: 3772X, Lycra 44 dtex, PA 44 dtex

KNITTING TIME
Total: 15 min 3 sec

SPEED
1,0 m/sec

LENGTH
30 cm
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BABY DUNGAREES

1510088 / CMS 530 HP KNIT&WEAR / E 7.2

STOLL-KNIT AND WEAR® with stamp out
- Purl knitted baby dungarees
- Back pockets and knees in 1x1 alternate jersey structure

YARN
Sesia: JEANS, Nm 50/3 (100% CO)
Sesia: JUMP, Nm 25 (68% VI, 32% PBT)

KNITTING TIME
Total: 21 min 27 sec

SPEED
1,0 m/sec

LENGTH
48 cm
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BABY ROMPER SUIT

1510078 / CMS 530 HP KNIT&WEAR / E 7.2

STOLL-KNIT AND WEAR® with stamp out
• Jersey romper suit with hood
• Back pockets and knees in rice grain structure

YARN
Sesia: JEANS, Nm 50/3 (100% CO)

KNITTING TIME
Total: 20 min 35 sec

SPEED
1,0 m/sec

LENGTH
45 cm

TOP

1510063 / CMS 520 C+ MULTI GAUGE / E 1.5.2

STOLL-FLEXIBLE GAUGE®
• Top in macramé look
• Ready-made across the knitting direction
• Jersey with stitch cast-off, pointelle structure, intarsia wave patterning and gore technique

YARN
Zegna Baruffa/Chiavazza: MAXI MUST, Nm 4/1 (100% WV)
Pinori Filati: NEMO, Nm 0,7 (50% WV, 40% PC, 10% WP)

KNITTING TIME
Total: 12 min 6 sec

SPEED
1,0 m/sec

LENGTH
50 cm

FOULARD

1510106 / CMS ADF 16 / E 18M.16

STOLL-IKAT PLATING®
• Foulard in ikat plated 2-system striped jersey
• Borders in half Milano

YARN
Sesia: SELINDE, Nm 120/2, (100% SE)
Emilcotoni: YORK, Nm 200/2, (100% CO)
Zimmermann: 4495X, lycra 22 dtex, PA 78 dtex

KNITTING TIME
Total: 14 min 13 sec

SPEED
1,0 m/sec

SIZE
75 x 75 cm
We would like to express our sincere appreciation to Felicerossi and NTT for their outstanding support!

FELICEROSSI INTERNATIONAL B.V.
Van Dedemlaan 3 – 3871TD Hoevelaken – The Netherlands
Tel +39 0294752408
mail@felicerossi.it, www.felicerossi.it

NTT NEW TEXTILE TECHNOLOGIES GMBH
Stollenau 10 – 72336 Balingen – Germany
Tel +49 (0)743399590, Fax +49 (0)743391481
www.ntt-int.com

Yarns

FILATI BE.MI.VA. S.P.A.
Via Mugellese 115 – 50013 Capalle (FI) – Italy
Tel +39 055898261, Fax +39 055898084
sales@bemiva.it, www.bemiva.it

COFIL S.R.L.
Via Dell’ Artigianato 5/7/9 – 59013 Montemurlo (PO) – Italy
Tel +39 0574650704, Fax +39 0574651974
cofil@filaticofil.com, www.filaticofil.com

BOTTO POALA S.P.A.
Via F. Cesone 15 – 13853 Lessona (BI) – Italy
Tel +39 0159848411, Fax +39 0159848481
bottopoala@bottopoala.com, www.bottopoala.com

EMILCOTONI S.P.A.
Viale dell’Industria 12 – 29122 Piacenza (PC) – Italy
Tel +39 0523606913, Fax +39 0523608054
info@emilcotoni.it, www.emilcotoni.it

EMS-GRILTECH
Via Innovativa 1 – 7013 Domat/Ems – Switzerland
Tel +41 816327202, Fax +41 816327402
info@emsgriltech.com, www.emsgriltech.com

FILPUCCI S.P.A.
Via dei Tigli 41 – 50013 Capalle (FI) – Italy
Tel +39 05589871, Fax +39 0558969382
filpucci@filpucci.it, www.filpucci.it

MANIFATTURA SESIA S.R.L.
Via Tosalli 67/69 – 28073 Fara Novarese (NO) – Italy
Tel +39 0321819984, Fax +39 0321819985
sales@mansesia.it, www.manifatturasesia.it

PINORI FILATI S.P.A.
Via Eugenio Gestri 19 – 59100 Prato (PO) – Italy
Tel +39 057454911, Fax +39 0574630362
info@pinori.com, www.pinori.it

TWD FIBRES GMBH
Kunertstraße 1 – 94469 Deggendorf – Germany
Tel +49 (0)9901790, Fax +49 (0)990179224
info@twd-fibres.de, www.twd-fibres.de

ZEGNA BARUFFA LANE BORGOSESIA S.P.A.
Via Milano 160 – 13856 Vigliano Biellese (BI) – Italy
Tel +39 0157001, Fax +39 015700252
baruffa@baruffa.com, www.baruffa.com

W. ZIMMERMANN GMBH & CO. KG
Riederstraße 7 – 88171 Weiler-Simmerberg – Germany
Tel +49 (0)838792120, Fax +49 (0)8387921242
info@zimsi.com, www.zimsi.com